Oscillating Piconewton Force Manipulation on Single-Molecule Enzymatic Conformational and Reaction Dynamics.
Oscillation force has been demonstrated in theoretical studies as a critical role in unraveling the comprehensive enzymatic dynamics and addressing its regulation on enzyme activity. Utilizing the imposed external mechanical oscillation force by our newly developed magnetic tweezers coupled with a single-molecule photon-stamping imaging spectroscopic microscope, we experimentally studied a millisecond-scale oscillation force manipulation on single horseradish peroxidase enzymatic conformational and reaction dynamics. We have studied the enzymatic reaction dynamics and found that the enzyme activity changes under the real-time oscillatory force manipulation. Moreover, the oscillation force shows the capability of manipulating the enzyme active-site conformational state as well as the nascent-formed product's interaction with the active site of the enzyme, which impacts on the product release pathways. Specifically, we have identified that there are two product releasing pathways, the solvation-mediated diffusion releasing pathway and the spilling-out releasing pathway. We have observed that the spilling-out pathway can be significantly perturbed by the oscillatory force manipulation. Our correlated interpretation of enzymatic conformational and reaction dynamics provides a new insight into the comprehensive understanding of the complex conformational dynamics evolved in an enzymatic reaction. Technically, we have also demonstrated a novel approach capable of unfolding an enzyme under an enzymatic reaction condition in real time and, furthermore, by using an oscillatory mechanical weak piconewton force to manipulate enzyme conformations, and the enzyme thermal fluctuation is fully maintained. The real-time in situ fluorescence probe at the enzymatic active site reports the active-site conformational dynamics through each enzymatic reaction turnovers.